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SUMMARY
Participants reconstructed the serial order of events associated with the terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001. Accuracy was stable as the retention interval doubled from 9 weeks to 18 weeks, but most
participants (63%) made errors sequencing even the ‘unforgettable’ events of that day, with most
errors (72%) falling within one position of being correct. This positional gradient (near misses more
common than far misses) mirrored that found in laboratory studies of order memory, despite basic
differences in how ordinal information was presented to observers, suggesting that the positional
gradient may generalize across many different circumstances of serial-order reconstruction. Monte
Carlo simulations illustrate this possibility by showing that simple constraints on pairs of events
explain substantial variance in the data. Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

This article examines how well people were able to reconstruct the serial order of events
associated with the terrorist attacks in the United States on September 11, 2001, and asks
what the resulting error patterns tell us about memory representations that support order
reconstruction in real-world situations. To motivate the interest in serial order reconstruction, as distinct from more general tests of recall, consider a hypothetical situation
in which a witness observes an altercation between two individuals and is later asked to
testify in an inquiry in which one party is claiming self-defense. Conceivably, the focus
of the inquiry might not be on whether a fight occurred, but on whether blame can be
assigned by identifying the person who struck first. As a second example, consider the
inquiry into the crash of EgyptAir flight 990 off the coast of Massachusetts in 1999
(NTSB, 2002). Two very different hypotheses were proposed for the cause of the
crash—mechanical vs. psychological—and deciding between them depended on
correctly reconstructing the serial order of two events: The onset of the fatal dive into
the ocean, and the onset of the pilot’s prayers commending his life to God. These
examples illustrate that the relative order of two events can be a critical factor in causal
reasoning in a wide range of circumstances. To the extent that human memory is a source
of information about serial order of events, it is important to understand how such
memory functions.
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Existing data on serial-order reconstruction come primarily from laboratory studies,
where the ‘events’ are typically random lexical items chosen so as to have no obvious
relation to one another, and where the only information about the ordinal relationship
between the events is conveyed by having participants experience them in a particular
sequence. In a representative example of such studies, Nairne (1992) presented participants with lists of random words, at a rate of one word every 3 s, with the nominal task
being to rate the ‘pleasantness’ of each word. Participants heard lists of five words each,
then after a retention interval (ranging from 30 sec to 24 hours) were given a surprise
memory test in which they were shown the same words in random order and asked to
reconstruct the serial order in which the words were originally presented. Order
reconstruction was reasonably accurate, in that the modal placement for each item was
its original position, even after a 24-hour retention period. However, perhaps the more
interesting result was that when an item was sequenced incorrectly, it was more likely to
be placed nearer to its original position than farther away. (This pattern is shown in the
bottom panels of Figure 2, and will be discussed again later in the article.) This positional
gradient has been interpreted to mean that event sequences have an explicit temporal
representation in memory, which may distort as a function of noise in the system but
nonetheless preserves basic ordinal or temporal locality (G. D. A. Brown, Preece, &
Hulme, 2000; Estes, 1997; Page & Norris, 1998). The positional gradient implies a second
pattern, the serial position curve, in which items at the ends of a list are sequenced more
accurately than items in the middle. The standard interpretation of the serial position curve
(in order-memory experiments) is that end items can ‘drift’ out of sequence in only one
direction (towards the middle of the list), whereas middle items can drift in two directions
(toward either end), making them more prone to error.
In standard order-memory experiments, the ‘events’ are stylized in various ways
compared to events one might experience in the real world, but there is nonetheless
some reason to expect serial-order reconstruction of real-world events to exhibit similar
patterns. For example, a positional gradient arises when people report the day of the week
on which they remember an event taking place, with most errors falling on a day
neighboring the correct one (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Prohaska, 1992). Also, a temporal
gradient arises when people are asked to assign dates to events (Wagenaar, 1986), though
this gradient is often asymmetrical (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Bradburn, 1990; Loftus &
Marburger, 1983; Shum, 1998). Nonetheless, few studies of autobiographical memory
report results specifically of serial-order reconstruction tasks in which events are presented
in random order and the task is to sequence them. Thus, one goal of the current study is to
address the empirical question of whether the positional gradient arises in sequencing sets
of real-world events. Two related empirical aims are to estimate, for this one case study,
how rarely or commonly people err in sequencing a set of events consensually viewed as
‘unforgettable,’ and to assess the role of retention interval on memory for the information
that supports serial order reconstruction.
If serial-order reconstruction of events of September 11 does exhibit a positional
gradient, this would raise theoretical questions concerning the underlying memory
representation, given the numerous differences between these events and those encountered in the usual order-memory experiment. Differences include the salience of the
events (momentous vs. mundane), the rate at which events are presented (tens of minutes
vs. a few seconds), and the range of inter-event intervals (tens of minutes vs. tenths of a
second). With respect to theoretical models of the positional gradient (G. D. A. Brown
et al., 2000; Estes, 1997; Page & Norris, 1998), perhaps the most critical difference is that
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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in the experimental setting the observer directly experiences the time course of events as
they unfold. According to these models, the system maps each event, as it is experienced,
to a distinct internal context in a sequence of contexts generated by an internal process in
some replicable way. At test time, the system then ‘replays’ this internal ordinal
sequence, with each context in the sequence indexing the associated event. Adding noise
to this process, such that neighboring contexts are occasionally confused, directly
produces the positional gradient. Such ordinal-context explanations of the positional
gradient make sense given the nature of the stimuli in order-memory experiments.
Because these are typically chosen so as to appear random and unrelated, their time
course is the only ordinal information provided to the system, which must therefore
preserve this information with its own, replicable ordinal representation to have any
success at sequencing the events later.
In the real-world setting, in contrast, ordinal information is often coded descriptively,
such that the observer must extract it through semantic or inferential processing of some
kind. For example, Figure 1 shows two photographs from the New York Times capturing
the moments surrounding the collision of the second hijacked airplane into the World
Trade Center on September 11. (The larger of the two images appeared again in the
December 31, 2001 edition of the Times, occupying the full front page of ‘The Year in
Pictures’ section.) In both photographs, and in several others like them, the first tower is
clearly still standing, though also clearly on fire. Such images support the inference that
both airplanes collided before either tower collapsed, but do not constitute an experience
of one event occurring before the other. Similarly, consider a declarative statement of the
sort one might hear on the news: ‘The crash at the Pentagon occurred 40 minutes after the
second airplane struck the World Trade Center.’ This statement correctly (semantically)
indicates that the Pentagon was struck after both towers of the World Trade Center were
struck, but again provides no experience of one event occurring before the other. (Indeed,
if this is the observer’s first ‘experience’ of the events, then he or she ‘experiences’ the
Pentagon crash first, by virtue of it occurring first in the statement.) Thus, models of the
positional gradient in order-memory experiments would not be the likeliest explanation of
a positional gradient in the case of September 11. With widespread publication of images
in which both towers are standing as the second collision occurs (Figure 1), and of
rehearsal of the day’s events in declarative statements like that above, descriptive
representations may dominate—particularly at longer retention intervals—whatever
ordinal-context representations might have been acquired through experiencing the events
directly. Thus, a second goal of this study is to ask in theoretical terms how a positional
gradient might arise when ordinal information cannot be ‘read out’ directly from an
ordinal memory representation, but instead has to be inferred from descriptive representations. The basic notion, elaborated in the Discussion using Monte Carlo simulations, is that
relatively simple logical and other constraints relating subsets of events, of the kind
typically present when events are part of a narrative structure rather than entirely
independent, can be sufficient to produce the positional gradient.
In the study described below, participants sequenced two sets of events that took place
on September 11, 2001. One set involved the major events of the day—the hijacked
airplanes crashing into various targets, and particular targets collapsing. A second set
involved events that might be less familiar—the stops of the President that day, as he flew
around the country. The empirical question was whether serial-order reconstruction within
each set would exhibit a positional gradient, with an ancillary aim to assess the frequency
with which errors occur in sequencing ‘unforgettable’ events.
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. The front page of the September 12, 2001 edition of The New York Times, showing two
photographs in which the first World Trade Center tower to be struck by an airplane is on fire but still
standing, moments before (smaller, right-hand image) and after (larger, centered image) the other tower
was struck by a second airplane. (Copyright ß 2001 The New York Times. Reprinted by permission.)
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METHOD
Participants
Three groups of participants (453 in total) were recruited from the Michigan State
University subject pool. There was one November group (158 participants), which was
tested November 11 through 14, 2001 (roughly nine weeks after September 11). There
were also two January groups, January-six (147 participants) and January-five (148
participants), which were both tested January 13 through 19, 2002 (roughly 18 weeks after
September 11). The ‘six’ and ‘five’ suffixes distinguish the slightly different questionnaires administered to the two January groups, as described next. The three groups were
disjoint, with no participants in common.
Materials
Table 1 shows the sets of events that participants were asked to sequence. Within a set,
each event is identified (in the table) by its time of occurrence and its serial position within
the set. On the actual questionnaire, time and serial position were not provided, and the
order of events was randomized.
The six-event set consists of the crashes of the four hijacked airplanes plus the collapse
of the two World Trade Center towers. This set was administered to the November and
January-six groups.
The five-event set consists of the six-event set but without the crash of the airplane in
Pennsylvania. The five-event set was developed after the November group had been tested,
because in the resulting data the Pennsylvania crash was far less accurately sequenced than
the other events (Figure 4). This low accuracy may reflect actual temporal and ordinal
ambiguities. This crash occurred in a rural area, unlike the others, and there was a 20minute lag before it was confirmed by local officials, such that confirmation of this crash
came only after collapse of the second World Trade Center tower. Thus, both the time of
this crash, and its serial position within the six-event set, were potentially ambiguous, so
the five-event set was formed to remove these sources of variance. The five-event set was
administered only to the January-five group.
The four-event set consists of President Bush’s stopping points around the country that
day. This set was administered to all three groups.
On the questionnaire, printed on a single 8.5  11 inch sheet of paper, the six- or fiveevent set appeared first (in the top half) and the four-event set appeared below it. Above
each set of events was a short paragraph that provided some context and instructed
participants how to sequence the events. In Table 1, the text of each paragraph appears in
quotation marks.
Procedure
Participants were tested in sessions of 20 or fewer individuals. They took their seats at
tables where the questionnaire had already been distributed. The session began with the
experimenter simply asking participants to sign a consent form and then fill out the
questionnaire. Participants were allowed as much time as necessary, but were typically
finished in a few minutes, and were then debriefed with the actual timeline of all the
events.
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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‘On September 11, 2001, several airplanes were hijacked and crashed into locations in the northeastern United States. Six events from that day
are listed below, in random order. Please number them in chronological order, with 1 being the first event to occur and 6 being the last.’
Time of event
Events to be sequenced
8:45 am
1. One plane hits the World Trade Center
9:03 am
2. A second plane hits the World Trade Center
9:43 am
3. One plane crashes into the Pentagon
10:05 am
4. One tower at the World Trade Center collapses
10:10/10:48 ama
5. One plane crashes in Pennsylvania
10:28 am
6. A second tower at the World Trade Center collapses

Note: Events on the actual questionnaires were unnumbered and randomized, and the text in quotation marks was given to provide context and instruction.
a
Time of occurrence/time of confirmation by local officials.
b
Presidental advisor Karen Hughes announces that President Bush is at an undisclosed location.

Four-event set ‘That same day, President Bush was in four different locations around the country at various times. The locations are listed below, in random
order. As best as you can remember, please number in chronological order, with 1 being his first location that day and 4 being his last.’
Arrival President’s address
Departure
Events to be sequenced
9:30 am
9:57 am
1. Sarasota, Florida
1:04 pm
1:48 pm
2. Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana
3:55 pmb
4:30 pm
3. Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska
6:54 pm 8:30 pm
4. Washington, DC

Five-event set ‘On September 11, 2001, several airplanes were hijacked and crashed into locations in the northeastern United States. Five events from that day
are listed below, in random order. Please number them in chronological order, with 1 being the first event to occur and 5 being the last.’
Time of event
Events to be sequenced
8:45 am
1. One plane hits the World Trade Center
9:03 am
2. A second plane hits the World Trade Center
9:43 am
3. One plane crashes into the Pentagon
10:05 am
4. One tower at the World Trade Center collapses
10:28 am
5. A second tower at the World Trade Center collapses

Six-event set

Table 1. Stimulus materials for testing serial-order reconstruction of events of September 11
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Design and analysis
The independent variables were the serial position at which events occurred within their
event set, and, for the four-event and six-event sets, retention interval (9 weeks vs. 18 weeks).
The dependent variables were the frequency of correct responses, in which events were
placed in the serial position in which they occurred, and the full response distribution,
including correct responses and errors.
The effects of serial position and retention interval on correct responses were examined
with analysis of variance (ANOVA). The questions were whether a serial position curve
would be evident and whether it would shift or change with retention interval.
The effect of serial position on the response distribution was examined by correlating
each of the current distributions with one from an order-memory experiment involving the
same serial-order reconstruction task and the same number of events per set. The question
was whether response distributions would exhibit a positional gradient, with erroneous
placements near to the correct placement (in terms of serial position) more frequent than
those far away.
RESULTS
Data from the five-event set are plotted in Figure 2 (filled markers). In the top panel are
correct responses—for example, the frequency with which event 1 was correctly placed in

Figure 2. Correct responses (top) and all responses (bottom) in serial-order reconstruction of the
five-event set (filled markers), compared to data from an order-memory experiment involving fiveitem lists (unfilled markers; Nairne, 1992)
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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position 1. To evaluate the serial position curve, correct responses were submitted to a oneway ANOVA, which showed a reliable effect of serial position, F(4, 584) ¼ 36.9,
p < 0.001.
The bottom panels of Figure 2 show full response distributions for the five-event set,
including errors as well as correct responses. For example, the bottom left panel shows that
91.2% of participants placed the first of the five events correctly in position 1, that 8.8%
placed that event incorrectly in position 2, and so on. For all but one event, response
distributions follow a positional gradient in which the modal response is the correct
one and error responses are more frequent the closer they are to the correct response.
The one exception is event 3, for which the frequency of error increases from serial
positions 4 to 5.
To assess the similarity of the positional gradient in the five-event set to that found in
order-memory experiments, Figure 2 (unfilled markers) shows data from Nairne (1992).
To recap, this study presented random words at a rate of 3 s each, with the nominal task to
rate the ‘pleasantness’ of each word, then administered an incidental memory test 30 s
later (in the condition shown in Figure 2). Despite the very different stimulus materials,
presentation rates, and retention intervals, the Nairne data and the five-event data correlate
0.96 (RMSE ¼ 7.8%).
Data from the four-event set, pooled across the three groups, are plotted in Figure 3
(filled markers). In the top panel are correct responses. To evaluate the serial position
curve and the stability of performance over time, correct responses were submitted to a
4  2 ANOVA with factors serial position and test time (November vs. January-six pooled

Figure 3. Correct responses (top) and all responses (bottom) in serial-order reconstruction of the
four-event set (filled markers), compared to data from an order-memory experiment involving fouritem lists (unfilled markers; Healy, 1971, as cited in Estes, 1997)
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Correct responses in sequencing the six-event set in November (filled markers) and
January (unfilled markers)

with January-five). There was an effect of serial position, F(3, 1353) ¼ 17.8, p < 0.001, but
no effect of test time, F(1, 451) ¼ 1.4, p ¼ 0.24, and no interaction, F < 1.
The bottom panels of Figure 3 show full response distributions for the four-event set.
For all but one event, response distributions again follow a positional gradient. The
exception is event 4, for which the frequency of error increases from serial positions 3
through 1.
To assess the similarity of the positional gradient of the four-event set to that found in
order-memory experiments, Figure 3 (unfilled markers) shows data from Healy (1971, as
cited in Estes, 1997), who tested intentional memory for the order of four random
consonants after filled retention intervals ranging from 6 to 36 s. The four-event data and
the Healy data correlate 0.96 (RMSE ¼ 6.4%).
Finally, data from the six-event set are plotted in Figure 4, separated by test time.
Submitted to a 6  2 ANOVA on serial position and test time (the November group vs.
the January-six group), correct responses showed an effect of serial position,
F(5, 1520) ¼ 124.0, p < 0.001, but not of test time, F  0, though the two did interact,
F(5, 1520) ¼ 4.4, p < 0.002. Because of the very low accuracy on event 5, which may have
reflected a temporal and ordinal ambiguity (as discussed above), no attempt was made to
compare the six-event set to data from order-memory experiments.

DISCUSSION
The primary empirical question was whether patterns of serial-order reconstruction of
events of September 11 would mirror those from order memory experiments, or whether
the very different circumstances of storage and encoding would translate into qualitatively
different response distributions. Figures 2 and 3 suggest that standard order-memory
experiments fare rather well as models of the current data. Indeed, the correlations (0.96 in
both figures) rank at the top of the range achieved by theoretical models designed
specifically to account for the Nairne data (0.93 to 0.96; Anderson & Matessa, 1997).
The general implication is that across a wide range of circumstances, serial-order
reconstruction will exhibit the positional gradient and serial position curve (a point
revisited again below).
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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As a case study of serial-order reconstruction of real-world events, the current findings
suggest that even when people are able to reconstruct the ‘gist’ of a sequence, placing most
events correctly most of the time, they often get neighboring events out of order. On the
five-event set, 63% of participants made at least one error, and of these, 72% fell within
one position of the correct response. On the four-event set, the statistics were similar; 59%
of participants made at least one error, and of these errors 62% fell within one position of
the correct response. These high error rates may offer yet another reason to be skeptical of
eyewitness accounts of critical event sequences. Quite apart from failures of declarative
memory usually studied in research on eyewitness memory (e.g., Loftus, 1996; Yuille &
Cutshall, 1986), serial-order reconstruction can distort in a way that could materially affect
causal reasoning by reversing the order of two neighboring events—even events that the
observer may consider ‘unforgettable.’
On the positive side, serial-order reconstruction was stable over time, with no effect of
doubling the retention interval from 9 weeks to 18 weeks. This null effect of retention time
suggests that frequent rehearsal, internally or through conversations or exposure to popular
media, serves to stabilize the underlying memory representations. Rehearsal has been
found to stabilize other autobiographical memories as well (e.g., Neisser et al., 1996).
However, it may also contribute to distortion (e.g., Schmolk, Buffalo, & Squire, 2000;
Talarico & Rubin, 2003), and at least one memory theory specifies rehearsal as a source of
distortion (Estes, 1997), so there are clearly other contingencies involved. The current data
say nothing about changes in performance over the initial 9 weeks after September 11,
during which most of any forgetting may have taken place (Burt, Watt, Mitchell, &
Conway, 1998; Winningham, Hyman, & Dinnel, 2000).
The primary theoretical question was how to explain a positional gradient in situations
where ordinal information may come more from relationships between events in a
narrative than from direct experience of the events in the order in which they occurred.
To address this question, Monte Carlo simulations were used to explore whether a specific
set of simple constraints is in principle sufficient to produce the empirical patterns in the
September 11 data. The focus is on the five-event set, because several pairwise constraints
were inherent in the stimulus materials. These logical and lexical constraints are
formalized in Table 2. Logically, for example, neither World Trade Center tower would
have collapsed had it not been struck first by an airplane. These are similar to the
constraints that bind memories of goal-related activities (e.g., Bower, Black, & Turner,
1979; Lichtenstein & Brewer, 1980), and to logical constraints that developmental studies
suggest are quite basic to reasoning about event sequences (Bauer, Hertsgaard, Dropik, &
Daly, 1998; Fivush, Kuebli, & Clubb, 1992; Hudson & Nelson, 1983). Lexically, certain
constraints were difficult to avoid in formulating the stimulus materials, given the nature of
the events. The two towers of the World Trade Center and the two airplanes that flew into
them had to be differentiated in the stimulus materials, without assuming unrealistically
detailed knowledge on the part of participants about New York (the addresses or relative
locations of the towers) or the airplanes (their flight numbers or other unique attributes).
The solution adopted here was to differentiate the towers and the airplanes in the stimulus
materials by their ordinal position—hence the use of ‘One plane’ and ‘A second plane,’
and ‘One tower’ and ‘A second tower,’ in the event descriptions in Table 1.
To examine how these lexical and logical constraints might have affected serial-order
reconstruction, random orderings of five events were generated and then filtered to remove
orderings that violated the constraints. The resulting simulated response distributions are
shown in Figure 5, compared with the empirical data from the five-event set. The panels
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 2. Constraints on the serial order of the five-event set
Type of constraint
Linguistic
Logical
Grouping

Pairwise constraint
One plane hits
One tower collapses
One plane hits
One plane hits
A second plane hits
One plane hits
One plane hits
A second plane hits
A second plane hits

precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes
precedes

A second plane hits
A second tower collapses
One tower collapses
A second tower collapses
A second tower collapses
One tower collapsesa
A second tower collapsesa
One tower collapses
A second tower collapsesa

Note. aRedundant with a logical constraint.

across the top show the effect of the lexical constraints, which would seem to be the most
difficult to avoid applying at test time. The mismatch, apparent visually and supported
statistically by a 2 test1 indicates that these constraints are insufficient to reproduce the
empirical data. The middle panels show the effects of adding the logical constraints; the fit
is now closer, particularly for the first and last events, but fails to capture the modal correct
placement of the middle three events, and the 2 test again indicates a reliable mismatch.
This exhausts the constraints inherent in the stimulus materials, so we are now left to
guess at what additional constraints stored in memory might have been implicated. One
possibility is that participants remembered that both World Trade Center towers were hit
before either collapsed. Among the most common images of September 11 are those of the
moments immediately preceding and following the crash of the second airplane into the
World Trade Center, and in many such images (like the two in Figure 1) both towers are
visible, as a function of their proximity. When the grouping constraint (Table 2) implied by
such images is added to the lexical and logical constraints, the simulation produces the
response distribution in the bottom panels of Figure 5. The fit here is reasonably good,
with the simulation correlating 0.96 (RMSE ¼ 7.0%) with the empirical data, and the 2
test failing to detect a mismatch. Qualitatively, the simulation predicts that event 3
(the crash into the Pentagon) should have been placed at chance, whereas empirically the
modal response was correct for this event as well. This mismatch could reflect the
influence of an ordinal-context representation, acquired by actually experiencing reports
of the Pentagon crash in order relative to the other events of the five-event set. Apart from
this mismatch, however, this handful of constraints—some inherent in the stimulus
materials, one hypothetically coded in memory—explains much of the variance in
participants’ performance.
In situations like the four-event set, where no similar constraints are inherent in the
stimulus materials, any account of the positional gradient is necessarily more speculative.
An oft-replayed image was that of President Bush sitting in a Florida classroom looking
pensive as he received news of the first collision into the World Trade Center. With Florida
1
The 2 statistics in Figure 5 were computed on the 5  5 matrices produced by crossing position in the original
sequence with position placed at test. However, to prevent the statistic from being driven by relatively unstable
values, a cell was excluded if either its expected (simulated) or empirical value contained fewer than 10
observations (in the limit, a cell with no observations would make the statistic undefined). Degrees of freedom
were computed by first subtracting five from the number of cells of the matrix (25), because for each item, the
proportion of placement in four positions determines the proportion placement in the fifth, and then by subtracting
the number of cells with fewer than ten values.

Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Responses in sequencing the five-event set (unfilled markers) compared to data from
Monte Carlo simulations (filled markers) incorporating the constraints described in Table 2

anchoring the start of this sequence, there is a certain logic to Washington being last, and
geographical constraints suggest that Louisiana was more likely first of the two remaining
stops. Alternatively, an ordinal-context representation may explain the positional gradient,
given that these four events were distributed throughout the day and thus may well have
been experienced by many observers in the order in which they occurred. A third
alternative is an explanation in terms of simple order codes relating pairs of events
learned associatively when one event primes retrieval of a related event (Friedman, 1993).
Evidence for such codes comes from the event-cuing method of probing autobiographical
memory (N. R. Brown & Schopflocher, 1998), and given the pervasiveness of associative
learning, such order codes might be a widely-available fallback representation when more
specific recollections and reconstructive logic are not available.
This study indicates a number of directions for future research on serial-order
reconstruction, involving both real-world events and events presented in more controlled
circumstances. In the laboratory, studies with ordinal information coded descriptively
rather than experienced directly may show that the two representations are interchangeable—or conceivably that ordinal-context representations are not required. For example,
the pleasantness-rating task often used when order memory is tested incidentally (e.g.,
Nairne, 1992) could evoke images for purposes of rating pleasantness that then bind
neighboring events associatively, much like the images in Figure 1 bind events of the fiveevent set.
Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In terms of real-world events, the various possible accounts of the four-event data
discussed above illustrate that when events are related or embedded in a narrative structure
of some kind, there could be any variety of explanations for the positional gradient. One
hypothesis, then, is that the positional gradient is a product of the nature of the serial-order
reconstruction task itself, rather than any particular set of constraints. Thus, the task may
trigger reconstructive processes that draw on whatever constraints are available—ordinalcontext representations acquired through experience, semantic constraints inferred from
descriptions, or order codes acquired through associative learning—to place each event as
close to its original ordinal position as possible, producing the positional gradient as a side
effect. Evidence for this hypothesis would have to accrue through broad testing of serialorder reconstruction in many different circumstances, to show that the positional gradient
is in fact the common denominator.
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